
Different Types of Lotion Bottle Filling
Machines
Detail Introduction :
If you are looking to start a lotion bottle filling business, this article will give you an overview of
different types of machines. We will cover Overflow, Piston and Pump fillers, as well as CDA K-Net.
Let's take a look at each of these types in more detail. What do you need to know? Here are some of
the main differences between these three types of machines. Which is best for your business?

Piston fillers

A tabletop piston filler will help you achieve greater efficiency in the filling process. They are designed
to fill lotion bottles efficiently by shortening the fill time, and they feature a V-Groove Bottle Guide that
helps you place the container under the fill head without spilling product. A tabletop piston filler is the
perfect choice if you need a machine that will fill a large number of lotion bottles at once.
These piston fillers are best for viscous or chunky products, and they are made of food grade
materials. They are suitable for filling all types of lotion bottles and can even handle the filling of acidic
products, such as salad dressings and paste cleaners. They are also easy to clean. If you have a
tabletop machine, you'll find that cleaning up it's easy as well!
Aside from their affordability, piston fillers are also easy to use and install. They're also incredibly
flexible, making them the perfect choice for any industry. A piston filler is easy to use and install, and
they can save you time and money in the long run. They also require very little maintenance, which is
another bonus! It's a very versatile piece of machinery, and one that will be useful for a variety of
products.
A piston filling machine can be made of manual or automatic stations. It will dispense low to high
viscous products. Some piston fillers are designed to fill products with chunks or particulate matter.
You can choose from a single or dual station machine, or go up to twelve stations, depending on the
needs of your business. The versatility of a piston filler will help you maximize your efficiency.

Overflow fillers
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An overflow filling machine is designed to produce bottles with a low viscosity or foamy consistency.
These machines can handle liquids with up to a 1/16-inch solid particulate content and can operate at
higher speeds. In addition, these machines can handle a variety of bottle shapes. Learn more about
these machines. Read on to learn about the benefits they bring to the lotion bottle filling process.
Overflow fillers are designed to minimize the amount of waste by filling bottles to the desired level.
The overflow product is collected in a drip tray, reducing the possibility of spills. In addition, overflow
fillers can accommodate a variety of different viscosities, from thin to medium. Overflow fillers can
also be programmed for semi-automatic and automatic work modes. By controlling the volume,
overflow fillers can be customized for any specific lotion bottle filling application.
Overflow fillers for lotion bottle filling machines fill bottles to the exact level, eliminating waste and
ensuring a consistent finish. They feature a special two-part nozzle that lowers into the container and
seals the opening. The excess product is pumped back into the holding tank. Because of this,
overflow fillers prevent spills, while ensuring a clean, consistent finish. Besides eliminating waste and
ensuring consistent product levels, overflow fillers also prevent the risk of product contamination.
The Pump Inline Filling Machine is another versatile and flexible filler. Its state-of-the-art digital
controls provide precise filling and minimize splashing. The Pump Inline Filling Machine is the most
efficient machine for small to mid-sized container filling. It also features a unique upsurge fill cycle
that reduces splashing and delivers precise fills even for viscous products.

Pump fillers
Using pump fillers in lotion bottles is a simple and cost-effective way to fill these containers. These
pumps use a plastic dip tube to extend the reach of the pump to the bottom of the bottle. The length
of the dip tube is dependent on the type of bottle. Properly cutting this tube will ensure that product
will not leak out. This type of pump is flexible and has a wide range of sizes. There are a variety of
different types of lotion bottle pumps available, and it's important to choose the right one for your
lotion bottle.
Generally, pump fillers are the best choice for cosmetic manufacturing plants, as they are designed to
fill a wide variety of containers with varying volumes of liquid. They can fill different types of
containers, such as jars, and can handle both water-thin and thick products. Another benefit to using
pump fillers is that they can handle various nozzles and pumps. You can easily switch between
different types of fill heads by matching the pump type with the type of product.
Some pumps are equipped with a funnel that allows you to pour the lotion into a lotion bottle without
spilling it. A small or medium sized funnel works best, and a measuring cup can make it easier to
guide the lotion into the bottle. To avoid spills, use a funnel. A measuring cup can be helpful in filling
the bottle, as it will help the lotion flow through the pour spout.
Pump fillers for lotion bottles can be produced on semi-automatic or automatic filling machines. The
selection process is a simple matter of analyzing the product, the bottle, and the production process.
Pump fillers for lotion bottles are available for almost any viscous material. This allows manufacturers
to increase their production and minimize waste. In addition, pumps for lotion bottles can work with all
kinds of packaging materials. So, if you're looking for a lotion filler for your business, you've come to
the right place.

CDA K-Net
If you're in the cosmetics industry, you might want to invest in a CDA K-Net lotion bottle filling and
labelling machine. These machines are designed for small to medium-sized production volumes and
achieve a cycle rate of up to 600 flacons per hour. They are compatible with CDA's labellers. These
automatic filling machines are ideal for a variety of applications, from cosmetics to household
products, paints, and solvents.
The K-Net is a semi-automatic lotion bottle filling machine with a screw-capping system that can
handle most liquid and pasty products. This machine features a screwing system to ensure accuracy
and hygiene. It is versatile, with a high-speed production capacity of up to 1200 litres per hour. The
machine also features conveyor automation for easy operation. To learn more about CDA's K-Net
lotion bottle filling machine, click here.
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RFC-GLASS FILL series 3-in-1 tri block machine
The RFC-GLASS FILL series is a fully automatic, three-in-one machine that integrates washing, filling
and capping functions. It has special ROPP and CROWN type capping heads and incorporates a
cap/crown elevator. The machine uses a counter-pressure filling system to keep the contents fresh
and maintain the good taste of the products.
The RFC is capable of packaging different products, including carbonated beverages and beer. It has
different variants for handling different temperatures and can fill products ranging from twenty to
eighty degrees Celsius. These machines are available in different capacities, including a compact
version for smaller-scale bottling lines. They are also available with multiple filling heads and optional
accessory kits.
The GMP model is fully automatic and is based on advanced technology. It has an air filter on the
suction side and uses a high-pressure air conveyor to prevent spills and contamination. The cylinder
operates in linear or reciprocating manners, generating suction and thrust to draw the product into the
bottle. The cylinder is easily cleaned and can handle different bottle sizes.
The Mini-Pinch is best suited for thin liquids and oils. The six-head timed flow volumetric filler is
capable of filling up to six ounces per second. A skilled operator can fill up to 2,500 bottles per hour.
The Automatic Indexing Mini-Pinch is also very accurate when filling 10 ml. lotion bottles.


